Making your APIs
Observable with
API Observability is all about making your APIs more observable. Instead of relying on
predetermined metrics and monitoring and waiting for failure, API Observability lets you dive into
the unknown unknowns of your APIs by observing how they work internally. With LOGIQ’s API
Observability, you can analyze data exposed by the internals of your API system and identify
patterns and behavior that help you prevent threats, identify and troubleshoot issues, and
understand API usage.

LOGIQ is the easiest way to make your APIs observable.

Support for popular API Gateways
Automated extraction for API attributes
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information like API methods, response times, URLs,
sender information, payload length, request rates,
and error rates.

Visualizing API data with LOG2Metrics
With LOG2Metrics, you can transform ingested API log traces into multiple time-series
visualizations using powerful attribute or pattern-based group-by expressions. For example, you
can easily query for GET requests made to api /v1/resource/<id> and generate time-series
visualizations by ID.
Performance Visualization & Alerting
Using LOGIQ, you can plot API response
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Pinpoint failures across your APIs
Historical Reporting
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